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In all problems of statistical estimation the usual method ,of Maximum
Likelihood is known to provide efficient estimates under quite general
conditions. For any givenproblem of estimation other efficient methods
may, and often do, exist; Thus values of recombination fraction p
in mendelian genetics can be estimated efficiently by the use of the
product formula [Fisher and Balmakund (1928), Immer (1930)]. This
formula is simple to apply and possesses the desirable property that
it -also minimizes certain difficulties encountered in handling data
showing poor viability of certain genotypes [Mather (1938)]. ,It is
shown in this paper that there exists a class of estimating equations
besides the product formula which leads to asymptotically efficient
estimates. Among this class there is one equation which is simpler
than the likelihood equation and the product formula. Further, this
suggested method leads to an estimate which may be considered to be
superior to that of the product formula when disturbed segregations
are encountered. Thus it may be concluded that the suggested method
of estimation should be preferred to the usual product formula in most
of the practical situations.

Instead of confining ourselves to four pheiiotypic classes as is the
case with Double Backcross or Double Fa data we shall consider the
general case of a multinomial distribution with ^-frequency classes.
Let be the frequency in the i-th class, such that

E (a,) = npi, Pi =gi(p)> 0, flj > 0,

i Pi = 1, i; at = n, i = 1, 2, •••, k. (1)

It is easily shown that in this case [see Cramer (1946); Huzurbazar
(1948)] the maximum likelihood estimate,. i.e., the consistent solution
of the hkelihood euqation

Pi
(2)

* This paper was presented at the Forty-fourth Session of the Indian Science
Congress Association, 1957.
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exists. Let this estimate of p be denoted by p„ which is known to be
asymptotically efficient.

Suppose that there exists a function / (x) such that

\f{x) - (ci + c^x) 1< when \x \ < e^, (3)

where c^, C2^ 0, are arbitrary constants, and 0 as ^2 -^0.

The purpose of this note is to show that there exists one solution
p„ of the equation

i=l

(4)

which is also asymptotically efficient. A particular choice of the func
tion/(x) leads to a generalization of the product formula developed
by Fisher and Balmakuhd (1928) and Immer (1930).

Consider k random variables

- npi

nPi
, i = \,2, k,

It can be readily shown that strong law of large number holds
for flj, so that

Pr
ctj ~ m

n
< e^,n = N,N r

(5)

where egj 0 as eg 0, is a large number and r an arbitrary

number. Hence

Pr
aj - npi

. n
< €2, / — 1, 2, • • •, k;

n = N,N+l, •••,N+r

k

ai - npi
< 62, « = M

AT + 1, • • •, +'• {k - 1)

> f31 (^ "* 1) —i ^3> . (6)
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where

£3 = ^ cgj -> 0 as €2 0.
i=i

Hence —npjn, i = I, jointly converge with probability
1 to 0. This implies that Ui — npijnpi, i = \, • • •,k, jointly converge
with probability 1 to 0. . ; '

From condition (3) it follows that when

- m

where

Hence

m
< e.2'

Cj 0 as eg 0.

< C]

Pr •< ^1,

i == 1, • ••,k; N, N + 1,, • r

>Pr
Cj - npi

nPi
-< -e2, i = \, •••,k;n = N,

N+ 1, •••, N+r > 1 — ^3)

(7)

(8)

where 0, 63 0 for sulEciently large N.' Hence /(a^ —npilnp,),
z = 1, •••, fc, for sufficiently large n; jointly converge with probability
1 to

+ Z= l„ •••,k. ,

Consider now the" "estimating equation for p.

i-l

\'- •
(9)
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The L.H.S. of the above equation (9) strongly converges to. .

n Pi Lj^P
i-1 1

Further Cg# 0, hence, there exists a solution p„ of equation (9) which
is identical with the solution p„ of the likelihood equation

Lx'uppi
i=l

except for a set of measure zero, when n is chosen suflBciently large.
Thus p„ = p„ almost everywhere for sufficiently large n. This implies
that p„, i.e., a solution of equation (9), is an asymptotically efficient
estimate of p, since the asymptotic moments of p„ and are identical
so that

, Var:(^J = Var (p„) = minimum. ,

Corollary.—If A (x) be such that
(i) /i' (a:) exists andis continuotis in [— e^, e^] and/i' (0)# 0

for an arbitrarily small > 0,

' (ii),/i" (x) exists in eg, e^, '

then /i (:*:) may be taken as the function f(x) considered above.

v'- A few examples of such'/(x) are now given below:—

• • . f{xy '
...... ^ : •

Cl . C2 - • •

(i) log (1 + :«) 0 1

(ii) (1 + 0 1 a

(iii) e±«(i+®), af 0 .^ . .. e±a ± aei"

(iv) sin X 0
/'

1
N

(v) tan X - ^ 0-- , • /-.l- . )
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Iffix) = log (1 rf x) be considered, the equation (4) will reduce to

1

which implies

1 1

that is,

ha^^P =np,^P : ^ (4c)
i=l i=l

When double backcross or single backcross famihes are considered

4

we have /c = 4 and Pi = afp + p. > 0, i7 A = 1, p being the

recombination factor, so that the above estimating, equation reduces to
the well-known product formula

.. (10)
«2«3 PsPs ^

Likewise for double F2, with four phenotypic classes equation (4 c)
reduces to the product formula by taking pi as linear function of P,
where P = (1 —p)® or p^ according as coupling or repulsion data are
considered. The estimate of p obtained by such product formula is
known to be asymptotically eflBcient; the above estimating equation (4 c)
is therefore a generaUzation of the above formula.

From the preceding arguments it follows that there exists many
other estimating equations besides the product formula which ,have
the same desirable property. Among these estimating equations the
product formula is seen'to possess the special property that the cor
responding estimating equation is expressible in a simple compact
form.

The product formula has a:n'other advantage in the estimation of
recombination fractions, namely that by its lise certain difficulties en
countered in handling data showing poor viability of certain genotypes
are minimized [see Mather (1938)]. It will now be shown that among
the class of estimating equations suggested above there is one equation
which is very easy to solve and is also superior to the product formula
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in minimizing errors of estimation of recombination fraction in
disturbed segregations.

Taking/(x) = (1 + it is easily seen, the estiinating equation
is of the form

k

TtpiPi

E hp at
= 0 (11)

Thus for the Double Backcross repulsion families the equation (11)
reduces to

where a^, a^, as, represent the observed frequencies in AB, Ab, aB
and ab phenotypic classes. Likewise for Double data the estimating
equation is

1^ + ^=0. (116)
fli a^ a^ a^

where P = (1 —p)^ or p^, according as coupling or repulsion data are
considered.

We shall now consider the relative performance of the maximurn
likelihood estimate, estimate from the product formula and the sug
gested estimate from equation (11) in controlling the errors in a few
types of disturbed segregation, where product formula is preferable
to the usual maximum likelihood estimate without taking into account
the- disturbed segregation. In the following the maximum likelihood
estimate, estimate from the product formula and the estimate of p from
(11) will be denoted by p^, pi and p^^ respectively.

Suppose at first that 100a% of the Ab and ab classes are misclassified
as AB and respectively owing to the failure of the recessive bb to
manifest itself in 100 a% cases. Then we expect to find an observable
segregation of " • ,

p + ail + p)AB •. (1 + a) {\-\-p)Ab •. (1 - i?) + ap aB :

{I —a)pab (I)

in Double Backcross repulsion data,

'• • +-P) + a{\-P)AB: - a) {\ - P) Ab \
• •' - (1 - P) +"aP aB -.{l -a)Pab (II)










